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Spider Exercises 

Part 2 - Intermediate 

By Oliver Martin 

Introduction 

Now you should have your head around a couple of basic spider exercises. 

You can now move on to move complex variations. 

Ex.1 

Ex.1 introduces the concept of string skipping. The main benefit of this 

exercise is learning to trust your picking hand to find the right string. You don’t 

want to rely on looking at the string you are going to pick next. The best way 

to do this is to find a place to rest the palm of your hand (the top of the 

bridge is ideal) and anchor it. If you don’t, then you will find this exercise 

harder to perform. Remember to look away from your picking hand and use 

your ears. 

 

 

This exercise also works with position shifting. You don’t need to start on the 

same fret with each string. 
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Ex.2 

In Ex.2 we move away from the idea of always ascending or descending the 

frets, and include some direction change. The trickiest part here is the 

change over when you move strings. Try ‘rolling’ your finger across to the 

new string. 

 

Ex.3 

Ex.3 sticks with the basic fingering, but turns its attention toward a rhythmic 

element. It is a simple enough rhythm, but it can become complicated. You 

are playing notes in groups of three not four. You will find your starting note 

on each string falls at an odd point in the bar. Notice that every once and a 

while the two meet up again. Try it with different rhythms!  

 

As always, use a metronome to improve your timing. Once you are 

comfortable with these examples, try to come up with similar variations.  

 

By Oliver Martin 


